ISE 2018

Crestron 2018 Integration
Awards Winners

Now in its eleventh year, the Crestron Integration Awards continue
to go from strength to strength, celebrating the most innovative
and inspiring projects featuring Crestron solutions throughout the
EMEA region. This year the quality of entries has been superb, and
with a really interesting tally of 128 entries from 21 countries.
These acclaimed awards provide an international platform for
Crestron integration partners and service providers, to showcase
their finest work. It gives me a huge sense of pride to announce
the winners in front of an audience of industry peers at our biggest
global show ISE, and shine a spotlight on the exciting talent and
innovation that continues to drive our industry forward. The
creativity and technological expertise of the winning entries
impressed both the Crestron team and its panel of expert judges.
At Crestron, our goal is to simplify and enhance the lives of millions
of people around the world with intuitive technology. The secret to
our success depends on the excellence of our partners and their
commitment to providing the highest industry standards. I would
like to say a huge thank you to all our partners who entered the
Crestron Integration Awards and deserving congratulations to
our 2018 winners.

Robin van Meeuwen
CEO Crestron EMEA

Network AV systems must have it all. Only DM NVX ticks all the boxes.
Visit crestron.com/NVX
All brand names, product names, and trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Certain trademarks, registered trademarks, and trade names may be used in this document to refer to either the entities claiming
the marks and names or their products. Crestron disclaims any proprietary interest in the marks and names of others. Crestron is not responsible for errors in typography or photography. ©2018 Crestron Electronics, Inc.
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Mike Blackman
Integrated Systems Events Managing
Director

Meet the Judges

With over 30 years’ experience in the field, Mike is a familiar
and respected face in the world of technology and at the
Crestron Integration Awards. Each year our winners are
announced at ISE and for 2018 Mike has very high expectations.
He will be looking for unique integrations that have maximised
the use of Crestron technology.

Emily Peck
Freelance Journalist
A freelance journalist with over 20 years’ experience, Emily writes
for a range of publications including culture and technology
magazine, Wired UK and interiors and lifestyle magazine House
Beautiful. Having written about Home Automation many times,
Emily is familiar with Crestron’s products and the world of Smart
Home Tech. She’ll be looking for innovative integrations that take
smart homes to the next level.
“The quality of the Integration Award’s entries is
exceptional, it has been a pleasure discovering the best
automation projects and innovative talent for 2018.”
“It was a delight to see so many images of
breathtaking homes and find out how they used
Crestron technology in many unique and interesting
ways. It was great fun taking part!”

21
11
CATEGORIES

Online editor of luxury lifestyle magazine, Oracle Time,
Sam is widely accustomed to offering his expert insights
into the high-end lifestyle trends of tomorrow. With an eye
for the sublime, Sam will be on the lookout for exceptional
installations that push the boundaries of an average
smart home.

INTEGRATORS

Michael Garwood
Editor of AV Technology Europe
An experienced journalist and editor, Michael has over
10 years’ experience in technology. A trusted voice within
the industry, Michael’s expertise has been called upon
by some of the world’s leading news organisations, including
Sky News, ITV, BBC and CNN. He will be looking for projects
that enhance the end user experience and stand out from
the crowd.

Sam Kessler
Online Editor at Oracle Time

57

COUNTRIES

128
“The winning projects displayed ingenuity and
a consideration for the current and future needs
of the property – they are a shining example of how
technology can transform the way we live our lives.”

ENTRIES
RECEIVED

“All the entries placed a strong emphasis on
simplifying technology for the end-user. Judging
these high quality entries has been tough but the
winners really stood out with their innovative
and unique use of Crestron technology.”
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Omega Digital
best
corporate
application

PwC HQ
Waterfall Tower
South Africa

The judges unanimously praised this
project for delivering an innovative
productivity boost at the new
headquarters of global auditing
giant PwC, in Waterfall City, South
Africa. Omega Digital was tasked
with creating a smart workplace to
drive business and increase efficiency,
connecting PwC employees and
customers via a network of Crestron
collaboration technologies.

Omega ensured that the meeting
rooms were easy to use with both
wireless

presentation

connectivity,

powered

by

Air

Crestron

Media®,

and cabled connectivity via Crestron
Flip Tops mounted into the tables.
AV only rooms were equipped with
Crestron’s latest Mercury™ solution for
easy collaboration and crystal-clear
conference calling. For seamless room
management, the Crestron Fusion®
platform allows employees to book,

Rising to the challenge, Omega expertly

check-in and monitor room availability,

This

integrated a suite of Crestron solutions

giving

integration has helped to make this

to manage the AV, VC, room booking

status at any time and preventing

vast

and digital signage throughout its new

people from occupying rooms they

smoothly, simplifying the way that

26

complete visibility of

room

smart
modern

and

comprehensive

workplace

operate

“The need to make the world smaller
through the use of video conferencing and

complex

haven’t booked. There is also a ‘check-

employees undertake meetings and

collaboration platforms was integral to our

integration included 155 meeting rooms

in’ function for better analytics of

saving them time by delivering user-

and a 17-room training facility, with

meeting attendance and to allow

friendly solutions that don’t require a

firm s ision of our new office as well as the

connected

rooms to be made available should

panic call to IT! This connected office of

rest of Africa. This was where Omega and

through Crestron DigitalMedia™ 32x32

participants

the future is a leading example of how

Matrix Switchers installed on each floor.

meeting slot.

Crestron became extremely important.”

floor

building.

This

technologies

controlled

not

arrive

for

their

to drive productivity in the workplace.

PwC
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Studio Hamburg Media Consult
International (MCI) GmbH
best
educational
project

RWTH Aachen C.A.R.L
Lecture Hall
Germany
With its new smart building ‘C.A.R.L’,
the RWTH Aachen University is
recognised as one of the most elite
technical universities in Germany.
This impressive educational project
by MCI won the applause of our
judges thanks to its state-of-theart facilities that make teaching
and learning at the new site a future
proof interactive experience.

The huge complex, which houses 27
lecture halls and seminar rooms ranging
from 40-1000 seats, extends the
university’s educational capabilities by
14,000 square meters and is its most
advanced technical site for learning.
In the new C.A.R.L building, MCI
installed cutting edge HD projection
technologies plus several technical

add-ons for a versatile operation, all

front desk can’t be removed from the

managed by the intelligent Crestron

area. But, in the C.A.R.L building, MCI

control

AV

have implemented control programs

system,

including

“The auditorium
complex is equipped

seven

on CP3’s and made all desks mobile,

with a state-of-

auditoriums linking up to 3055 seats to

which allows the lecture halls to be

one lecturer, and mobile HD cameras

operated without the front desk

the-art Crestron

connected via mobile stage boxes to

present, so it can be easily removed

AV system. It is the

project the presenter or detailed live

without compromising control programs.

foundation for a

MCI

modern teaching

transmission

for

up

to

views of physical experiments.
designed,

integrated

and

MCI put usability and versatility at the

programmed the full Crestron control

forefront

integration,

system, specified all the acoustic

considering all possible scenarios to

measurements and simulations, and

leaves no demands

ensure that the facility could easily

trained all the university staff on how

adapt to every need. Usually in lecture

to use the new technology. It’s their

or wishes unfulfilled.”

rooms, local equipment, including the

attention to detail and focus on the

Wolfgang Jungen,

Crestron DigitalMedia Presentation

future needs of the building that

Facility Management,

System, is installed in the front desk –

scooped MCI the top place for this

RWTH

so when used for special events the

exceptional project.

of

this

environment which
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”Employees of the

Focus 21 Visual
Communications
best user
experience
commercial

new Bayer UK HQ have
noticed an increase

Bayer

in productivity thanks

In the central atrium, employees have

sports events or tailored corporate

to the simplicity of the

access to a multi-functional space

information is displayed in the main

for meetings or recreation, as well as

areas throughout the day.

United Kingdom

conferencing Crestron

connections

kype

control and informative
digital signage. Calls
The Bayer project stood out for
the judges as a shining example
of how a user-friendly, intelligent
integration can encourage more
efficient and enjoyable working
practices for the future.

Employees have access to small or

welcome

large

area

features

BayerHub

Skype

rooms

or

dedicated

digital signage to share company news

conferencing

suites

across

and events.

floors. Each room is fitted with

three

speakers and sound bars to enhance

in to the IT/AV support
desk have dramatically

showcasing Bayer’s latest scientific

can be controlled via a variety of

are

also

dedicated

spaces

Skype and video conferencing, which

innovations. The centrepiece is BayLab,

Crestron

touch

screens,

declined and the use of

an area with Crestron controlled

TSW-752

and

TSW-1052

Skype virtual meetings

projectors and screens for wired and

wireless control touch screenTST-902.

wireless presenting.

Crestron Fusion efficiently manages

has risen across the
workforce becoming

relocated to its new HQ in Reading,

the new norm.”

refresh its working culture. Focus

equipped with Crestron control. The

There

When pharmaceutical giant Bayer
UK, the company also wanted to

Skype rooms and presentation rooms

including
and

a

these meeting rooms and creates a
The communal restaurant features

streamlined booking process, it also

booths with individual displays, video

allows IT and FM managers to provide

conferencing and presentation points.

remote management of the building’s

Projection

connected technologies.

showing

world

news,

Focus 21

21 were tasked with implementing
an extensive AV upgrade across 60
collaborative spaces, that would both
change the way employees worked
and felt about working.

“The wireless
connectivity
means that I can
use my laptop as
a mobile office
moving around
our new home to
wherever suits me
without worrying
about cables. The
technology has
also enhanced the
meeting experience
for home workers.”
Carly Santer,
Change Agent, Bayer
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HENRI
best
showroom

Anaconda Visual Oy
Finland

commercial

best
showroom

La Maison HENRI
France

residential

This showroom presents integration
at its best and caught the eye of our
judges, expertly showcasing the
benefits of automated buildings,
meetings, conferences and events.

With motion sensors that trigger
lights and music when you enter the
space,

a

room

with

fully

controlled

Mercury™

meeting

conferencing

technology and a variety of customised

Designed

touch

including

apartment, ‘La Maison’ comprises of a

Anaconda has created an inspirational

TSW-7601, TSW-7501, TSW-7521 and

living room, kitchen area, bedroom

yet realistic commercial setting for

TSW-1052 – it is easy to see why

and bathroom, with the kitchen area

clients

to

experience

screen

interfaces,

like

a

real

functioning

Crestron

Anaconda continue to attract high

doubling up as a meeting room. There

technology; they are given complete

level clients. Congratulations to our

is also a ‘presentation’ zone where the

control in a meeting room environment,

Best Showroom (Commercial) Winner!

rack and electrical cabinets can be

showcasing all the solutions Crestron

shown, as well as products and

offers for ensuring the ultimate meeting.

finishing samples. Duly named ‘La
Maison’,

this

family

run

business

strongly believe that the personal
touch is the key to their success.

The welcoming feel of HENRI’s ‘La
Maison’ showroom coupled with its
strategic approach won the judges
over. Designed to replicate both a
smart home and an integrated hotel
environment, the intuitive features
of this showroom have been built
upon a sophisticated Crestron
DigitalMedia solution, and appeals
to a wide variety of clients including
home owners and hotel managers.
HENRI’s showroom is located in the

ith our showroom we can demonstrate how e ortlessly

chic French town of Cannes. Welcoming
clients

into

the

cleverly

designed

a system can function and give our customers an idea of

integrated space allows the team from

how di erent technologies can be controlled by one system.

lifestyle experience. Clients can easily

HENRI to showcase the ultimate

It s designed so that any technology that is currently

visualise how the technology will work

presented can be easily expanded or changed. This is to

Crestron TSW-760 touch screens that

in their own environment, with sleek

give our customers the idea that while making necessary

blend seamlessly with the interior and

updates or e panding the system with new technology

Pyng™ app to control the surroundings,

they can still continue to use the space.”
Anaconda Visual Oy

iPads installed with the Crestron
yet they can also get full technical
demonstrations and information.
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most
unique
application
commercial

McKeon Group

Ultamation Ltd

Mount Jerome
Cemetery &
Crematorium

Crestron Through
the Looking Glass

most
unique
application
residential

United Kingdom

Ireland
This
impressive
and
unique
integration not only ticked the
clients’ boxes but wowed our
judges too, making McKeon Group
a worthy winner.

”The user interface
means I can train
operators quickly and
easily. I am especially
proud of the numbers
of options families
ha e I ha e yet to be

Mount Jerome has become one of the
most

advanced

crematoriums

in

Ireland. With Crestron at its core to
provide heating, lighting control and
monitoring, a user-friendly AV solution
was rolled out across the facility with
the

aim

to

deliver

a

respectful

experience to bereaved families.
Operators

can

perfectly

present

met with a media

music, video and images in varying

we cannot present”

Scaler to automatically resize photos

formats, utilising a Crestron DMPS

a funeral, to participate.

The judges crowned Ultamation the
coolest innovators on the block, with
their super sleek concept for Most
Unique Application. Taking Crestron
technology
to
another
level,
Ultamation
has
created
an
augmented touch screen experience
that has the potential to be integrated
within residential, commercial and
assisting living applications.

Another innovative and highly efficient

Crestron Through the Looking Glass is

users

feature, controlled by Crestron, is the

an alternative way for users to interact

technology

distribution of recycled waste heat

with

Crestron

innovative platform for the future. In

from the cremator into the underfloor

controlled home or workspace. It

the unanimous opinion of the judges,

heating and heat exchangers: a highly

provides a mechanism by which visual

the

unusual and deserving winner of Best

features, such as a painting or a display,

Ultamation

Unique Application.

can be recognised through the camera

formula with Crestron Through the

on a device; these are then identified by

Looking Glass.

to fit the screen. For overflow purposes
Alan Massey

each chapel has an outdoor speaker,

Mount Jerome Proprietor

and for very large funerals the coffee
shop includes a 40" touch screen,
powered

by

a

Crestron

Digital

Graphics Engine 200, to stream the
service. In addition, live streaming and
Skype

Video

Conferencing

allows

those who cannot physically attend

The demonstration system uses a
simple floating menu which, while
tracking the features as the user
moves

the

camera,

provides

interaction with the feature in display.
For example, by simply looking at the
TV, it offers relevant options for
control, such as source selected or
recently watched content.
The concept creates a new way for

their

intelligent

to

interact
and

with

Crestron

provides

forward-thinking
presented

a

team
a

truly

at

winning

the Crestron processor and pertinent
information

or

controls

can

displayed over the camera image.

be
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Knektd Ltd
best
lighting
application
commercial

“The unique
request from the
client allowed us to
create incredible
lighting e ects on a
reliable and versatile

Isabel Mayfair
United Kingdom

This project was inspired by the
music video “Are You Gonna Go My
Way” by Lenny Kravitz, in which the
ceiling comes alive with lights that
dance to the rhythm of the music and for our judges first place
couldn’t go any other way for this
stunning showcase from Knektd.

solution that enabled the user to
change every aspect of the lighting in
a smooth and easy manor, allowing for
slow change pre-sets, mood scenes
and eye-catching special effects.
system can also change scenes based

The project was delivered to a tight

creates

on the time of day and the control app

timescale so that on opening night,

stunning effects to roll and spiral

presents the user with a simple

everyone was blown away by the

across 300 individually controlled LED

customised interface, with easy-to-

incredible lighting scheme. This is a

Crestron

DMX

lighting

system and had

Working with lighting design studio

pendants. Each light can be controlled

use pre-sets and the option to make

wonderful example of how the perfect

some fun pushing

STILEMAN LIGHTING, Knektd needed

individually or combined to create

subtle adjustments to lighting levels.

combination of technology, expertise

the boundaries

to create a visionary lighting solution

every effect imaginable, from lights

When specialists attend the venue for

and

for this prestigious London restaurant,

that pulsate with the beat of the

events, they can instantly take direct

boundaries of lighting design.

of Crestron

which could be easily operated by

music,

control of the DMX for staging and

technology.”

everyone from the maître d’ to visiting

throughout a long period of time. The

event specialists.

Knektd Ltd

to

mimicking

a

sunrise

imagination

can

break

the

music effects.

Isabel caters for a wide range of
clientele, events and functions so the
lighting

needed

to

be

slick

and

adaptable to keep up with ever
changing

environments.

Using

Crestron technology, Knektd created a
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The Next Level
best
integrated
home

Chelsea Residence
United Kingdom

The Next Level have delivered a
luxurious
installation
at
this
Chelsea Residence - pure perfection.
The project instantly caught the eye
of the judges who recognised the
sophistication behind the discreet
use of Crestron home automation
for this grand home.

Located in the heart of the Boltons
Conservation
spectacular

area,
newly

Chelsea,
built

this

property

spans 16,000ft2 on seven floors, in the
style of a large Victorian villa.
With the desire for a technologically
advanced

smart

home,

British

integrators The Next Level chose

Crestron for the project. Challenged

Crestron

with the task of all technology to be

specifically designed for easy and

hidden throughout the home and not to

seamless upgrading at any point.

interfere with the beautifully designed

Elements of the Crestron control can

interior, the team delivered the ultimate

be altered to grow and adapt with the

in modern smart home living.

family as the children get older and

system

has

also

been

their day-to-day needs alter.
Designed
Crestron

upon

a

solution,

comprehensive
includes

A key element of the design was

DigitalMedia™, a CP3 3-Series Control

security. As the owner is away from

System® and a MC3 3-Series Control

the property most of the year, it was

System®, the integration allows for

imperative that the house could be

personalised settings to be pre-set,

secured easily and remotely, reassuring

altering the lighting, temperature,

the family’s safety and well-being

blinds, music and fire places at the

from anywhere around the world. The

touch of a button, via Crestron TSW-

Next Level’s work in Chelsea was

752

ultimately the winner in what was a

touch

screens

which

and

Crestron

Cameo™ C2N-CBF-P keypads. The

particularly competitive category.

highly commended:
atenau ltd with residence project
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Custom Sight & Sound Ltd (CSS)
best
incorporation
of crestron
pyng™

“Our goal was to provide our clients with the very

Bishops London

best so Crestron was the sensible option. ince
completion we ha e been ery satisfied with the

United Kingdom

integrated systems on site.”
Nilu Kanani, Firoka Group.

CSS’s design for Bishops London

Crestron Pyng has not only provided

“Given

incorporates the best in Crestron

residents with the ability to control

methods provided with Crestron Pyng

residential control, which is all easily

their home from anywhere and at any

we are able to spread the programming

managed at the touch of a mobile

time, it also gave CSS the flexibility

and installation tasks across a broader

phone or device thanks to the excellent

the project specifically required for its

range of our engineers thus increasing

incorporation

Pyng.

eco-friendly lighting platform. Pyng

efficiency within the team.

Residents can also control the various

quickly and easily configures and

technologies

controls

of
via

Crestron
customised

wall-

programming

Once the project is sold, Pyng really

shades,

comes into its own. Given its modular

remote control handsets and C2N

thermostats, door locks and security

design and practical applications, we

lighting keypads.

systems, providing instant connectivity

can very simply add or alter the project

and control – it will continue to prove

without the need to pull the house apart

invaluable for future homeowners,

or substantially re-program to achieve

as CSS explain:

the client’s changes to the system.”

Crestron

touch

screens,

including

whole-home

unique

system,

mounted

the

the

audio,

lighting,

This super high-end residential
development by the Firoka Group
had the judges in awe of its splendid
use of Crestron smart technology,
which has been integrated by CSS
Ltd to effortlessly enhance the
lifestyle of its residents. Bishops
London includes a private leisure
complex
and
four
detached
mansions, one of which is divided
into five apartments.
As one of London’s most unique and
prestigious developments of 2017,
covering more than 75,000ft 2 of prime
real estate, it involves a host of wellknown

designers

such

as

Wolff

Architects, Ridge and Argent Design.
Each luxurious residence has been fully
automated, including AV, security,
shades, motorised window openers,
heating and cooling, plus dedicated
home cinemas in the three houses.
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Icon Connect
best
marine
project

PLVS VLTRA
United Kingdom

Taken with its sheer magnificence,
the judges were impressed by
the incorporation of Crestron
technology on this stunning vessel.
The PLVS Vltra mega yacht is one of
the largest ‘limited edition’ Amels
launched to date. The 74m yacht
required a system which not only
worked
technically,
but
also
aesthetically to complement with
Winch Designs’ luxurious interior.

Underpinned

Icon Connect designed a solution

With a worldwide cruising itinerary,

featuring

a

variety

of

by

a

Crestron

DigitalMedia™ system, up to 12 guests
can enjoy the use of a spectacular
outdoor cinema, a 6.5 metre infinity
pool, spa, gym and funky pool bar. Top
class service is ensured as guests can
contact staff via the various wallmounted Crestron TSW-550 touch
screens, discreetly positioned around
the vessel, using a ‘Steward Call’ preprogrammed setting.

systems

the yacht requires ultimate flexibility

including audio, video, antennas, IT

of design to enable the integration

Network, CCTV and telephone, as well

and constant changing of satellite TV

as the integration of automated

sources with the differing geographic

lighting, blinds and HVAC.

regions.

The

router

handles

64x64

Crestron

this

DM

perfectly.

Paired with Icon Connect’s unique
‘Priority Sharing’ system, the yacht’s
Electronic Technical Officer (ETO)
can self-manage how sources are
made available to the various rooms,
shared in order of priority or as a
global source available to all rooms.
This

includes

the

Yacht

Eye

‘infotainment’ system, which provides
a live visual display of location, speed,
water temperature, weather and even
the day’s lunch menu.
As the owner and his family spend
a lot of time onboard, they required
the ease and comfort of a full-time
residence, rather than a seasonal
holiday vessel, all perfectly achieved by
Icon Connect with Crestron technology.
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Smartcomm Ltd
best
multidwelling

Riverwalk House –
Luxuriously Opulent
United Kingdom

This exclusive luxury development
by
Ronson
Capital
Partners,
featuring 116 apartments and one
stunning penthouse, completed by
Smartcomm, was a clear winner in
this category. Riverwalk House is a
cut above the rest and had the
judges brimming with excitement
for its stylish, yet seamlessly
blended incorporation of Crestron
technology, easily adaptable for the
residence of the future.

With a striking curved exterior to
mirror the meandering river bends
below, there are two buildings within
the development; the West Building
features 16 floors, while the East
Building has a further 6 floors, making
a total of 116 apartments and a
sublime duplex penthouse.
A key element of Smartcomm’s design
was to ensure the system was easily
upgradable

to

provide

maximum

flexibility and customisation for future
Located on the banks of the River

owners, whilst still delivering an easy

Thames,

Riverwalk

to use, yet feature-rich system today.

apartment building, designed by RIBA

In addition, the solution also needed to

Stirling

architects

be adaptable and just as appropriate

Stanton Williams and interior design

for all sizes of homes within the

studio United Design Partners, exudes

development, from a small one bed

glamorous

apartment to the large, luxurious

With

duplex penthouse.

important

the
Prize

stylish
winning

city-living.

Integration

interior

design

an

Mirror Screens, Blu Ray and other

for

this

sources which are not available as

ensuring this stunning development

development, the technology had to

standard in each apartment. It can

incorporated

blend

also

experts Smartcomm were tasked with
a

high

quality,

selling

being

point

seamlessly

with

the

be

easily

upgraded

and

sophisticated smart home system that

sophisticated scheme. Smartcomm

customised

was stylishly discreet and easy-to-use.

flush-mounted

TSW-750

requirements of the home owner, for

touch screens within polished chrome

example if they wanted to include

faceplates which were then subtly

curtain or blind automation. Many of

positioned on the walls to enhance the

the apartments have been purchased

interior. Central AV racks in each

as

apartment are hidden in discreet,

upgrades options are essential for

space-saving units within the living

maintaining

areas

increasing the property’s value in the

for

Crestron

easy,

unobtrusive

maintenance and upgrades.

to

investments
the

suit

the

and

changing

technology

wow-factor

and

future – a very deserving winner of
this Multi Dwelling Unit category.

The future-proof solution is scalable
to allow for the introduction of
enhanced AV equipment, such as 4K
ultra high HDMI video, 100" 3D TV’s,
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ComPeri GmbH
best
residential
upgrade

ChaletB
Switzerland

The elegance of ComPeri’s work for
this residential upgrade at ChaletB
wowed the judges from start
to finish, making it the very
worthy winner of this hotly
contested category.

Nestled in the luxurious alpine resort
of St. Moritz, in Switzerland’s Engadin
valley, ChaletB follows suit with its
sleek, yet cosy Swiss interior, along
with spectacular views looking out
across the crisp white alps.
German integrator ComPeri GmbH
was asked to design a simple and
discreet

user

interface

to

blend

seamlessly within the natural style
dwelling. Going back to basics and
using the shell of the property, they

Enlisting

Crestron

created something out of this world.

make

reality,

to

With such a large property, set in its

GmbH

remote location, the simplicity and

worked alongside the local carpenter

ease of using Crestron touch screens

to install the technology within the

is endless. The owner has full control

floors and ceilings of the property,

at his fingertips of all areas inside and

to ensure it was as unobtrusive as

outside the home from the comfort of

possible. The technology is seamlessly

his own sofa. The control of the heated

integrated:

invisible,

driveway, automated swimming pool,

and televisions are hidden within the

temperature of the sauna, hammam

ceilings, out of sight until in use. This

and wine room are all easily accessible,

clever design does not interfere with

allowing for the ultimate in relaxed

the

living in its tranquil surroundings.

it

technology
ComPeri

speakers

beautifully

are

designed

interiors,

nor affect the exceptional acoustics
within the rooms.
The control of the AV, lighting, security
and HVAC is also seamless and easily
accessible with one touch. Using a
series of Crestron TSW-1060 touch
screens and iPad minis, which have
been integrated with Apple music,
the

homeowner

can

create

the

perfect scene for entertaining guests,
watching a movie or simply relaxing in
the comfort of his own home.
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New Crestron TSW-760 touch screens,

The multi-room audio system was

three iPad-based controllers and four

updated to Sonos to provide music

West London Home

HR-150 hand-held remotes provide

controls via Crestron’s native Sonos

significantly

more

integration. SMC also advised the

flexible control around the home. SMC

relocation, redesign and reengineering

directly integrated the video door

of all elements, as well as replacing

United Kingdom

entry system, upgraded to permit

various

IP integration into the touch screens

overheating, improve reliability and

enabling the client to answer calls

allow for better maintenance access.

and open the gates from any touch

The

screen or from any mobile device,

flexibility to expand in the future, as

using the Crestron app. The CCTV

well as real-time status feedback sent

system permits the viewing of camera

to the owner, significantly enhancing

images on all touch screens; and the

his confidence in the functionality and

intruder alarm enables quicker, more

reliability of the system.

SMC
best user
experience
residential

enhanced

and

new

hardware

system

to

also

prevent

gives

the

convenient alarm setting on leaving
the house. Using the Crestron control

The client is extremely happy with the

system,

is

approach and the ease of use of his

integrated within the alarm panel and

new system – so much so that he has

electronically secured doors and gates

asked SMC to add a highly specified

to permit deactivation of the alarm,

dedicated home cinema!

a

fingerprint

scanner

opening of doors and activation of
lighting scenes from a single, preregistered fingerprint scan.

A worthy winner of Best User
Experience, this upgrade project from
SMC has completely transformed
the client’s experience of smart
home technology, by creating a
fully integrated solution combining
Crestron’s 3-Series Control Processor
and the current generation of TSW
touch screens.
SMC

provided

a

streamlined

and

simplified user interface so the client
would

better

realise

the

value

of

integrated systems. Control interfaces
provide clear visible or audible, realtime status feedback to the user. This
has significantly enhanced the client’s
confidence in the functionality and
reliability of the system. The successful
scheme

integrates,

natively

in

the

Crestron system, more sub-systems
than before, rather than relying on
gateways and converters and made
possible by the improved power and
flexibility offered by a series-3 processor.
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McAllister AV Ltd
best
lighting
application
residential

Park Place
United Kingdom

The team from McAllister AV can
celebrate their win in this category
thanks to their ingenious use of
lighting control. Nestled in the
heart of London’s exclusive and
affluent area of St. James, Park
Place is a new residence, bursting
with elegance and sophistication.
Spread across eight floors, the
stunning town house has a quirky
mix
of
interiors,
beautifully
accentuated by the unusual but
ingenious use of lighting. Simple
yet effective, the project instantly
captured the judges’ eyes thanks
to the attention to detail and
exceptionally high standard.

The

intricate

seamlessly

lighting

managed

design

by

is

Crestron

and settings throughout the entire
property.

This

included

not

only

Pyng, controlling 160 lighting circuits

lighting, but also daylight control

as

blinds,

through automated blinds, audio and

all of which can be controlled via 48

well

video, HVAC, CCTV and door entry.

Crestron Cameo keypads throughout

The Crestron technology allows full

the home. The immediate benefit

control of all these areas via handheld

of

scenes

remote controls and wall mounted

spontaneously at the single touch

touch screens, installed in the lobby

of a button is a great addition, as well

of each floor for room/zone control.

being

as

able

automated

to

adjust

as the ‘house – on/off’ scenes.
The lighting system enhances the
With a spa, gym, cinema and wine bar,

home, and McAllister AV’s integration

the project needed to provide a

ensures all residents and visitors can

convenient, high-end solution for the

easily use the sophisticated system.

use of a variety of amenities, scenes
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Remotes actually
worth fighting for
Introducing the all-new Crestron HR-310-I
and TSR-310 Remotes. Elegant, ergonomic
design. Epic functionality.
Take control. Get your hands on one now.
crestron.com/remotes
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